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08776

56410

Custom Chrome Rims
These	40-hole	drop	center	rims	are	formed	from	a	high-strength	steel	
alloy and given a coating of show-quality chrome that will stay looking 
great for years. They’re the finest stock replacement rims available any-
where. Lace them with our twisted spokes for a truly custom look!
56410 16"	x	3.00"	for	use	with	steel	hubs	used	from	81-96	(replaces	OEM	

43085-81)MCV
08776 18" x 5.75" for custom applications
Note:	The	CC	#56410	16"	x	3.00"	rim	requires	the	use	of	a	metal	center	valve	tube	(CC	#1571517).

16" Drop Center Rim
3"-wide	drop-center	rim	to	fit	5.00/5.10	x	16"	motorcycle	tires.
08007 Chrome	40-hole	rim	(repl.	OEM	43007-40A)
688056 Black	40-hole	rim	(repl.	OEM	43007-40A)

15940

15942

Chrome Front Rims
19" Rim
Exclusive to Custom Chrome. 
This	show-chromed	19"	x	2.50"	
Rolled-Edge drop center rim is 
styled like the classic drop cen-
ter, and the rolled edge gives 
your front wheel additional 
strength. Another first for this 
rim is the duplication of the 
OEM spoke dimple pattern 
which permits effortless lacing 
to disc wheel hubs.
15940 Replaces	OEM	43018-

73

21" Rim
This show chrome drop center 
rim with a fully-rolled edge is 
the same size (21" x 2.15") and 
has the same spoke pattern as 
the Original Equipment 21" rim.
15942 Replaces OEM 43662-

80B

Single and Dual Flange Hubs for Models from 84-99
19706 Fits the front of all FL Softail models (except FLSTS models) from 

86-99	(repl.	OEM	43053-86)
19705 Fits the front of FX Softail, Dyna Wide Glide and 4-speed FXWG 

models (except Springer Softail models) from 84-99 (repl. OEM 
43672-84)

19704 Fits the front of Springer Softail models (except FLSTS models) 
from 88-99 (repl. OEM 43677-88)

19702 Fits	the	front	of	all	‘Touring’	models	from	87-99	(repl.	OEM	43404-
87)

19703 Fits	the	rear	of	all	‘Touring’	models	from	86-99	(repl.	OEM	41020-
86)

19702
19703

Chrome Hubs for 
Twin Cam Models
The same hubs used 
in all of our quality 
wheel assemblies. 
Come complete with all 
wheel spacers and the 
sealed bearings already 
installed.
42496 Fits 
front of Sportster and FXR 
models	00-07	and	Dyna	
Glide	models	00-03	with	
39mm forks and 3/4" axle

42497 Fits	front	of	single	disc	Softail	models	from	00-06	and	Dyna	Wide	
Glide	models	from	00-05

42499 Fits	the	front	of	all	dual	disc	Touring	models	from	00-07
42498 Fits	the	rear	of	all	Big	Twin	and	Sportster	models	from	00-07	(except	

02-00	Touring	models)
600829 Rear	hub	chrome	18	x	5,5	for	models	00-up	with	3/4"	axle	71/51	

mm€

40-Spoke Extra-Wide Offset Dual Flange Rear Hubs
Pulley side is offset .875" further out than standard 73-85-style hubs. 
Eliminates the need for pulley spacers on most applications, and places 
the bearings farther apart for greater stability. Helps to eliminate bent 
axles often associated with using standard hubs for wide applications 
using large pulley spacers.
19543 Sold each

19705
68805608007


